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The collapse of the Rana Plaza factory building in Bangladesh on April 24, 2013,
was one of the world’s deadliest industrial disasters. Killing over 1,100 garment
workers, it set the stage for a renewed discussion about working condi ons for the
people who make the clothes Americans wear. Roughly 97% of the clothing sold in
the US is made interna onally, largely in export factories and Export Processing
Zones (EPZs) sca ered across the globe.1 The drama c expansion of these factories and EPZs in their various forms has occurred without an increased commitment on the part of manufacturers, producers, investors, or governments to workers’ health and safety on the job.
This research brief reviews the growth and characteris cs of EPZs and gives an indepth introduc on to a new educa onal tool, the Workers’ Guide to Health and
Safety, a book being published in spring 2014 by Hesperian Health Guides in Berkeley, California.2 Its goal is to assist workers and their supporters in organizing safe
workplaces in garment, shoe, and electronic factories and manufacturing zones
interna onally. Implicitly cri quing voluntary systems such as Codes of Conduct
and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programs and their minimal achievements in improving worker health and safety, the book supports the posi on that
the best guarantee of a safe workplace is an educated and empowered workforce.
Using a popular educa on approach, priori zing women workers’ concerns, and
building on workers’ and organizers’ experiences from the incep on of the project,
the Workers’ Guide has the poten al to be an important tool in ongoing organizing
in export manufacturing.
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Export Processing Zones: Work on the Globalized Assembly Line
Industrial export zones have become the tool-of-choice for the migra on of consumer product manufacturing to developing countries, mul plying at a rapid rate
and defying the boundaries that once defined the concept of export “zones.” In
2003, the Interna onal Labour Oﬃce (ILO) described EPZs as “industrial zones with
special incen ves set up to a ract foreign investors, in which imported materials
undergo some degree of processing before being (re-) exported again.” This con-
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ccept has expanded to inclu
ude high tech zones, financce zones, logiistics centers,, free ports, aand even tourrist
rresorts. But siince the initiaal boom of EP
PZs in the 1980s and 90s, t here have beeen increasingg numbers of
individual facttories springing up outside
e the formal “borders”
“
of EEPZs that enjoy similarly p
privileged stattus.3
SSetting aside the
t many unccounted indivvidual factorie
es, the numb er of export zzones increassed fourfold in
n the
n
nine years bettween 1997 and
a 2006; by 2006 there were
w
3,500 fo rmal EPZs loccated in at leaast 130 counttries.4
EEmployment has tripled ovver the same period, with roughly 66 m
million employyed in EPZs (4
40 million in C
China, 15
m
million in the rest of Asia, 5 million in Ce
entral Americca, 3 million i n Bangladesh
h, etc). As earrly as 1995 Saalvadoran
P
President Arm
mando Calderón Sol spelled
d out a development moddel for his cou
untry, saying h
he wanted to
o “turn all
o
of El Salvador into one big free trade zo
one,” a statem
ment that seeems to have o
ongoing reson
nance in manyy parts of
5
tthe world. Ass an extreme example of how
h this playss out on the loocal level, speecial benefitss offered to faactories
in Tijuana and
d Ciudad Juarez EPZs includ
de the tax‐fre
ee provision oof an array off infrastructurre, facilities, aand
sservices – paid
d for by the taxes of local residents, some of the pooorest people in North Ameerica.
FFigure 1: Estim
mates of the development of export processing zon
nes*

*From the ILO
O database on export processing zones, http://www.ilo.org/puublic/libdoc/ilo/22007/107B09_800_engl.pdf

R
Rana Plaza, while
w
to date the
t largest, is only one of many
m
workplaace tragediess that take plaace every yeaar in
6
B
Bangladesh allone. Large‐sscale health, safety, and laabor violationns in export m
manufacturingg often defy
international conventions, manufacture
ers’ agreemen
nts with cont ractors, and llabor and occcupational saffety and
h
health (OSH) laws
l
that mayy exist in any given countrry or region. TThis results in
n a devastatin
ng range of heealth
3
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impacts, from workplace accidents to emotional and social problems. Among the 1,500,000 Bangladeshi
garment workers, currently earning the lowest wage in the international garment trade (averaging 22
cents/hour),7 the Bangladesh Occupational, Safety, Health and Environmental Foundation reported that 356
were killed and 899 injured on the job during just the first six months of 2010.8 During this same period, 16
young workers attempted suicide at Foxconn Technology Group’s plant in Longhua, China, where 70% of Apple’s
products are assembled –and at least 49 semiconductor workers contracted cancer in Samsung’s Korean
electronic plants.9 In the Philippines, official government reports show that 64% in 2003 (34,956 cases) and 55%
in 2007 (26,284 cases) of all non‐agricultural occupational disease takes place in manufacturing.10
The dramatic decline of manufacturing in the US has left California with the United States’ largest manufacturing
sector, roughly 1.2 million jobs; Los Angeles County accounts for just over half.11 As in EPZs internationally, the
top manufacturing sectors are computers/electronics (23% of the jobs) and apparel. LA County maintains the
nation’s largest garment industry with over 60,000 workers sewing in the legally registered factories alone; in
inverse relation to the growth in garment manufacturing internationally, the number of employees in LA has
shrunk to less than a third the size it was in the mid‐1990s. Regardless, the face of LA’s manufacturing resembles
that of the international zones in that health, safety, and wage theft issues continue within apparel and other
production.12 In spite of strong health and safety standards in the US relative to those in many other countries,
at least 4,600 workers in all fields of work—364 in California—died on the job in 2011 and approximately 5,000
more died from occupational diseases.13
The public dialogue following the Rana Plaza disaster picked up where it left off in the past, with the focus on
increasing labor standards, manufacturers’ accountability, monitoring, and enforcement in globalized
manufacturing. But it has largely ignored the minimal success—or some would say outright failure—of this
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approach over the last several decades.14 While some countries have OSH laws on the books that parallel those
of the US and EU, they are rarely enforced in export zones and factories. Labor standards are suspended,
ignored, or don’t exist; corporate social responsibility monitoring agreements are easily overlooked; and
enforcement is inadequately funded.
The Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh, a post‐Rana Plaza agreement involving international and
Bangladeshi unions, NGOs, and 90 garment companies mainly from Europe, focuses on inspections and building
repair, fire and building safety trainings, and paying the cost of Rana Plaza and future garment disasters. The
much weaker Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety signed by 17 North American companies takes up similar
terrain with less accountability and protection built in.15 While the Accord laid groundwork for worker
participation in monitoring and safety committees, immediate concerns about wages and daily health and safety
were not included. The walkouts in May and June, as well as the negative response in late September to
protests by many thousands of garment workers demanding that wages be doubled, point to the dramatic gap
between corporate economic interests and the exploitative conditions for Bangladeshi workers.16
Union Organizing and Export Zones
Organizing independent unions is extremely difficult in most free‐trade nations.17 In at least six countries labor
rights have been formally suspended within “zones.” And while Bangladesh technically stopped offering “no
unions or strikes” as a non‐financial “incentive” in EPZs in 2004, this practice still appears to be in place in some
factories and zones.18 National unions in China, and many of those in Mexico and Vietnam, are closely tied to
the government, and in many places factories establish “company unions” to substitute for legitimate worker
representation. In addition, the common practice of contract hiring and outright targeting of union organizers in
some countries creates a tenuous and tense environment for labor organizing.
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Several recent examples illustrate how unions are playing an important role in ensuring workplace health and
safety in export manufacturing, particularly where strong labor laws exist and are enforced, where unions are
committed to OSH, and where members are active in the process. As rare as this confluence is for workers in
export jobs, Foxconn’s new factories in Brazil (built in 2012) point to one set of possibilities. Their factories
comply with the country’s strict labor laws and their employees, members of the Metalworkers Union of Jundiai,
earn twice the wages of their Chinese counterparts, participate on worker/management safety committees, and
receive maternity leave, paid month‐long vacations, and other significant benefits.19 A very different union
situation exists in the Free Trade Zones on Batam, one of Indonesia’s Riau Islands, where some of the world’s
only unionized electronics workers are members of FSPMI (Federation of Indonesian Metal Workers ‐ affiliated
with the International Metal Workers Union/IMF) and Lomenik SBSI.20 FSPMI has increasingly focused on OSH,
bringing their Organizing Road Show to community settings where education, dialogue, and, sometimes, fun
converge.21 Additionally, acknowledging that the gender gap between union leaders and the largely female
workforce has been one of the most serious obstacles to organizing in EPZs, a Women’s Forum was established
and the number of women at all levels of the union has increased.22 In 2008, IMF claimed that FSPMI and
Lomenik have been their most successful affiliates at organizing EPZ workers internationally.
These rare examples aside, questions arise given the reality for the majority of export workers: What role can
workers themselves—and their supporters—play in altering this landscape, particularly when unions and
structures for organizing are few? What kinds of organizing structures can encourage and assist their goals?
What tools can support them in their efforts? These are the questions at the heart of the Workers’ Guide.
Laying the Groundwork for the Workers’ Guide
In 2000, Garrett Brown, coordinator of the Maquiladora Health & Safety Support Network (MHSSN), asked the
Hesperian Foundation (now Hesperian Health Guides) to develop a book that could be used by workers and
organizers in garment, shoe, and electronics manufacturing around the world. Meant to extend the capacity of
organizers and put a new tool directly in the hands of workers, the project’s goals are two‐fold: to support
19
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immediate action for health on the job and encourage long‐term sustainable change. Written in close dialogue
with workers and grassroots groups internationally, its upcoming release will illuminate the daily realities inside
export manufacturing.
For almost forty years, Hesperian has been known for creating simply‐written medical manuals, filled with
illustrations, that enable ordinary people to diagnose, treat and prevent common health problems, and to
understand and organize to address the underlying causes of poor health—including poverty, discrimination,
and unjust social structures. The guides present a range of relevant, sometimes controversial, issues head‐on in
direct, inclusive language and images.
The success of Hesperian’s past projects point to possible opportunities for the Workers’ Guide. Hesperian’s first
and best‐known publication, “Donde No Hay Doctor,” later translated as “Where There Is No Doctor” (WTND),
was developed out of a village‐run health project in Mexico’s Sierra Madre during the early 1970s. It was
published as a book in 1973 largely for use in rural areas. Insisting that ordinary people could not safely put such
technical information to good use, much of the medical establishment initially gave it a chilly reception. Since
then, WTND has gradually become an essential source of health care information; translated into more than 80
languages and used in over 100 countries, it has been described by the World Health Organization as “arguably
the most widely‐used public health manual in the world.” An evaluation of WTND’s distribution, use, and
effectiveness revealed that each book sold or donated reaches and positively impacts between 44 and 65
people, and that people at the most grassroots levels learn the most from the guides and use and share the
information most often. In addition to physically passing books on to others, the 358 respondents from across
the globe reported sharing the book through informal conversations (75%), reading it to others (50%), and
storytelling or play‐acting (27%).23
"I am happy to [say]…. that with the donated [WTND] book our association has been turned into an
active health Education movement with over 30 adult members attending daily, three quarters of whom
are women and girls and the rest are men. Our reading tent is now… open for six hours from Monday to
Sunday from twelve noon to six in the evening. We have made it a village Health Library… and our
activities are now known far and wide. We have moved a step further and we are now inviting health
specialists to come and talk to us on diversified issues." Kenya, 2000
Partner organizations and other participants in the WTND evaluation listed a number of additional materials
they drew from over the years to support their community health work, primarily highly‐technical medical
books and textbooks and seven of Hesperian’s other guides. When it comes to health and safety, the digital age
makes OSH materials widely available, from the immense online archives of the ILO to government and union
websites to the many dynamic organizations who focus on workplace health and safety on the local, national,
and international levels. But overall, sorting through the materials to find those that are relevant to garment,
shoe, and electronics work can be a difficult task. Most training materials are too technical and few are
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developed with popular education in mind.24 The Workers’ Guide, like Hesperian’s other books, pulls together in
a popular education format a large quantity of relevant information that, in this case, addresses the needs of
rapidly expanding communities of workers.
The difference between remote rural communities and bustling export manufacturing zones is dramatic, but the
reality that there are many parts of the world where a doctor will still never arrive to remedy health issues has
its equivalent in the Workers’ Guide: what can be done in manufacturing facilities where there are no health and
safety or union officials to ensure safe working conditions on the job?
The Workers’ Guide: Participatory Education for Empowerment
Hesperian has worked to ensure that workers’ personal experiences and stories are central in the Workers’
Guide. Field review is the cornerstone of Hesperian’s book development method and their work depends on the
grassroots groups who partner with them in that process. In a complex feedback loop, draft chapters and
related materials are translated by partner organizations and utilized as core training material in workplaces and
community venues—or read aloud to worker‐participants in on‐the‐spot translation. The participants, whether
literate or not, are both building their own knowledge and providing important feedback to the editors on the
material’s subject matter and presentation. Workers themselves become a key source of knowledge, shaping
the content and most effective educational style for their own use and for others with similar experiences.
“As you know, Christmas and New Year are coming. Many workers suffer from heavy overtime work…
However, we still get positive feedback from them as many workers are interested in the materials. They
are eager to share their own stories as well as learn [of] the workers' situation in other countries. Also,
they are excited that their feedback is useful and might become a tool for workers all around the world.”
‐ Chinese Working Women’s Network
To date Hesperian has collaborated with 40 partner organizations in the US and internationally in field testing
the Workers’ Guide. Partners are primarily members of the networks of activist, faith‐based, and workers’
groups that take the lead in supporting workers in export factories. Chapters have been translated and tested in
work environments by LION in Indonesia, Asia Monitor Resource Centre (AMRC) in Hong Kong, The Institute for
Occupational Health and Safety Development (IOHSAD) in the Philippines, Labor Action China, the Garment
Worker Center in Los Angeles, and groups in Mexico among many others.
“Participation has also benefited our ongoing work…we have used our involvement in the community
review to augment the leadership development of workers within the Center. During the community
review of the English draft, two workers facilitated a risk mapping exercise, building both their skills and
their confidence as leaders.” ‐ Garment Worker Center, Los Angeles
Hesperian’s work and the work of many of their partners have drawn on and contributed to the popular
education movement that approaches participatory, critical, and reflective health education as a tool for
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eempowermen
nt and action.. The Workerrs’ Guide provvides informaation, stories, and suggestiions for action that
leeave room fo
or, and in factt will rely on, participants’ engagement,, personal experiences, an
nd critical thin
nking to
id
dentify and fllesh out theirr own specificc problems, so
olutions, and strategies fo
or change. Isssues that might be
cconsidered co
ontroversial such as gende
er equity, a major concern for the largely female workforce, are m
more
eeasily accepte
ed in open diaalogue about workplace issues using thhis approach.
“The “Calculate yo
our pay” activvity was very beneficial
b
for the women w
workers… Beffore doing thiis some of
[them
m] had the ideea that they were
w
earning well
w or at leasst what was ffair, but afterr doing the exxercise
they discovered
d
that they were not getting some overtimee hours and bbonuses. Besiides realizing the
imporrtance of knowing how mu
uch you get paid, we talkedd about the im
mportance off keeping
record
ds/documentts in case theyy need to conffront the bosss or, in the caase of being fi
fired, to take a
as
eviden
nce in the lab
bor court.” – Colectivo de Trabajadorass Insumisas, M
Mexico
During thhe many years of developing their diverrse health
guides, H
Hesperian hass evolved an o
overall pedaggogical
methodoology and a visual style thaat serve as a b
basic
templatee for guides on
n different heealth topics in
n widely
divergentt settings. W
While used at eevery level off the
health caare chain, their work is aim
med particularrly at
wide use in grassrootss settings. Thee writing in th
he
Workers’’ Guide reflectts their experrience that clear,
forthrightt language is the most effeective way to
o make a
point andd start a dialo
ogue – and that stories can
n be a
powerful source of leaarning. The hand‐drawn
opportunity tto engage
illustratioons provide an additional o
Figure 2:: Illustration on
o Chemical Hazards
participa nts, whether able to read or not. Manyy feature
ggroups of worrkers in dialoggue; the “disccussions” exp
plore working conditions and their impaact on workerrs lives,
aand model the
e kind of questions and co
onversations that
t
might bee useful in exp
ploring speciffic health and
d safety
isssues in workkplace and co
ommunity setttings.
TThe Guide includes other id
dentifiable elements that repeat througghout the bo
ook, including: Story boxess about
tthe experiencces of individu
uals and groups of workerss and commuunity solution
ns to workplacce problems;
P
Problem‐solving and learn
ning activitiess, such as “Examine Your PPay,” “Facing Fear Togetheer,” and “An
EEmergency Plan for Your Factory;” Rem
minders that help
h the readder‐participan
nt identify keyy issues to consider as
tthey learn to keep an “exposure notebo
ook” documenting unsafe conditions; ““How‐to” boxxes that show
w tangible
tthings workerrs can do for themselves,
t
such
s
as “How to make a seeat cushion” aand “How to read an MSD
DS sheet;”
aand Summaries of UN and
d ILO conventtions that relaate to topics iin the Guide, for example: “The Rights of
M
Migrant Workkers,” “Childre
en and Work,,” and “The Right
R
to Know
w About Chem
micals.”
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W
Work Hazardss and Social Hazards
H
TThe Workers’ Guide is orgaanized into tw
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ocial Hazardss. Work Hazarrds
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specific chemicals in your workplace? Do you use them? What happens when they come in contact with your
body? What happens if you are exposed over time? What should you do if you are at risk of exposure?
The challenge for Hesperian in balancing accessibility, usefulness, and critical information in creating their
chemical charts is illustrated by the evolution of their format in response to feedback during field testing.
Starting with only six simplified informational categories for every one of the chemicals, the participant testing
indicated that this information was too simple and didn’t contextualize the chemicals adequately. So Hesperian
revised the format; the final version uses seven possible symbols at the top of the chart, all relating to the level
and types of hazards workers will encounter, along with clear information responding to the five questions
above. The chemicals were regrouped into eighteen “families,” each used in a particular area of work (Acid
Wash Chemicals, Dyes, Flame Retardants, Mercapto‐based rubber accelerators, Metals, etc. ), enabling the
reader to understand the larger context for a particular chemical. The introductory page to each chemical
“family” gives an overview and tells how to prevent or reduce exposure. Information about clean‐up,
decontamination, and related mitigation and safety measures is found in greater detail than a standard MSDS at
the very beginning of this section of the book. (For a comparison of the original chemical chart and the revised,
more detailed version, see Appendix I).
Conflicting attitudes about mitigation, harm reduction, and how to address personal protective equipment (PPE
– i.e., gloves, masks, and other equipment meant to protect workers from particular hazards) in the Guide
emerged as part of the participatory development process. Many activists think deadly and highly‐toxic
chemicals should be banned, rather than “mitigated” through measures that may or may not safely remedy the
problem—hi or may rely almost completely on impossibly rigid personal diligence to assure safety. In addition,
generic images of PPE (gloves, masks, etc.) on MSDS can be misleading since different chemicals often require
different kinds of gloves and masks as safety measures—and the difference can be a matter of life or death. The
final chemical sheets in the Workers’ Guide do not include images of gloves or masks, but lists the specific item
to use and cross‐references to a detailed section on the different types of PPE.
Labour Action China and the Ban Benzene Campaign
The ongoing use of benzene in export zones presents a real‐life situation where the Workers’ Guide can be
useful. Benzene, among the most poisonous chemicals used in manufacturing, is banned in the US and EU in the
production of electronics and tightly controlled as an additive to gasoline and other products; nonetheless it is
still found in export manufacturing. In China, official labor reports indicate that poisoning from lead, benzene,
and arsenic is the second most common workplace disease following silicosis.26 ANROEV (Asian Network for the
Rights of Occupational and Environmental Victims) reports that in the city of Dongguan, with its 800‐plus
electronics factories, 30% of all diagnosed occupational diseases are caused by benzene poisoning. Disregarding
worker health and safety, electronics producers, facing restrictions in the US and EU, focus on limiting
dangerous chemicals such as benzene in the actual products placed in the consumer market. But they rarely ban
the use of these same chemicals in the production process. While the substances are technically prohibited by
26
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of problems faced by workers, solutions to social hazards are as often found outside the factory as within.
The Guide takes as a given that the best guarantee of workplace safety and health is an educated workforce who
can themselves enforce OSH standards. The training of promoters to educate about and document health and
safety issues in workplaces and communities may be one of the most effective strategies the Workers’ Guide
presents to link the workplace and rights‐based health organizing. In the standard definition, a promoter
(promotora in Spanish) is a community member who is trained to provide peer‐to‐peer outreach and health
education in communities which have little or no access to health services. The use of promoters has become a
more common and important component of health outreach and education in disparate programs around the
world, including the Self‐Employed Women’s Association (SEWA), a trade union of 1.3 million poor, self‐
employed women workers in India, which uses promoters to educate its own members in some rural areas, and
Cal‐OSHA’s heat illness prevention program in Southern California.29 While promoters have traditionally been
seen as health workers in community settings, the Workers’ Guide can help broaden the definition of health to
include work‐related impacts. It can also help familiarize community promoters with workplace issues that carry
over to home and community life. On the other hand, the Guide can also support the development of worker
educators/promoters within factories who are trained to understand health in the context of living and working
in manufacturing zones.
A simple story in the Guide’s section on “Taking action for better health care” illustrates the Chinese Working
Women’s Network’s (CWWN) inclusion of promoters on one of their projects. CWWN, originally formed of
migrant women factory workers in Guangdong Province, today organizes throughout Hong Kong and southern
China’s export zones. 30
“CWWN started the Women’s Health Express, a mobile van that stops outside factories in the Pearl
River Delta industrial zone. Women who visit the van are checked for signs of many illnesses and given
general health information and treatment, as well as information about health problems caused by
dangers at work. Staffed by women health promoters, the Women’s Health Express is a place where
women workers feel comfortable talking about their concerns and problems.”31
Organizational structures that support grassroots health and safety
In addition to promoters, the Workers’ Guide integrates a number of forms of organization that support
grassroots health and safety education and organizing: workplace health and safety committees; workers
partnering with community allies, including CBOs, faith‐based groups, and worker centers; unionization of
factory workers and working with unions; and multi‐level campaigns that include all these groups as well as
international CBOs and institutions in different combinations.
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These “structures” and how they extend into the factory and community are presented throughout the book in
numerous stories about the creative organizing that has been taking place at the grassroots level, often told in
first person from one or more workers’ perspective. Workplace health and safety committees are shown as
spaces where workers strategize about ways to reduce stress, stay healthy, and deal directly with workplace
hazards. Stories about the importance of labor/community alliances include those about Thai workers getting
support from the Hope Workers’ Center after demanding payment of overtime and illegal deductions owed
them and encountering violence; and how a campaign for higher wages came out of an economic literacy
training the Comité Fronterizo de Obreros presented to workers from a Mexican TV factory. Unions play a role in
many stories: in one, an open discussion at a union meeting about sexual harassment by fellow workers results
in a commitment to support women workers in ending this practice in the factory; and in another a Sri Lankan
union helps identify ways the community can be made safer for women and facilitates their accomplishing these
goals. Broad cross‐border campaigns are seen in a Guatemalan campaign to stop forced overtime in two
garment factories, where workers organize a union and then work with the union and national and international
groups to pressure the government to respond to their complaints.
Combined in numerous ways, these “structures” are essential building blocks to organizing strategies in export
zones. Cross‐border campaigns in Philippine and Sri Lankan EPZs examined in other publications provide creative
examples of structures and networks that expand to a global scale while maintaining focus on grassroots
leadership and needs.32 These stories and the Workers’ Guide both emphasize the same point: that education is
central—at every level of the solidarity chain.
What will “success” mean for the Workers’ Guide? And will the book be able to support health and safety
organizing as hoped? In terms of having a broad reach, the best predictor for its success may lie in Hesperian’s
diverse network and the proven multiplier effect of their prior books. The Workers’ Guide may not have as broad
an audience as a medical manual that can be used by almost anyone (WTND), but the growth of EPZs and the
migrant nature of life in many export areas indicate that the varied impacts of export factory work will be felt far
beyond formal EPZ borders. Workers crossing their own countries and sometimes oceans to find employment
may carry information from the Guide with them. In its development phase, the Guide has already supported
grassroots education and the benzene campaign, and stories within the book itself highlight the kinds of
situations in which the book can be used. From the impromptu fashion show staged in a factory to showcase
needed protective equipment to an international solidarity campaign, the Guide will offer new ideas and
encouragement to workers and their supporters.
Conclusion
The day before the Rana Plaza collapse, workers, aware that that the massive structure was unsafe, left work
and walked out of the building. But under threat of losing their jobs they returned to the factories—and many
lost their lives. This is a stark symbol of the reality in which workers and organizers in export factories find
32
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themselves. Hazardous and stressful working conditions can be a powerful motivation for workers’
organization; this is increasingly evident as globalized production proliferates and workers experience the
results.
But how likely is it that workers will take the risk and pressure their employers for a more costly ventilation
system or replacement chemicals? Popular education tools such as the Workers’ Guide are one important piece
of a complex puzzle; worker‐centered materials are invaluable, but will be most effective within a multi‐pronged
movement that supports workers’ ongoing activism and involvement at all levels of the chain.33 Hesperian’s
popular education approach, broad‐based networks, and certainty that the numbers of export workers are
growing in many parts of the world, suggest that the Workers’ Guide has the potential to be an important and
widely used tool in grassroots health and safety organizing in the coming years.

This brief utilized draft copies of the Workers’ Guide (a few draft chapters are available at
http://hesperian.org/books‐and‐resources/ ‐ Advance chapters to Workers’ Guide to Health and Safety) and
benefitted from discussions with: Todd Jailer, co‐author of Workers’ Guide to Health and Safety and Managing
Editor at Hesperian Health Guides; Garrett Brown, Coordinator of the Maquila Health & Safety Support Network;
and Ted Smith, Coordinator of the International Campaign for Responsible Technology.
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